Enhanced Peptide delivery into cells by using the synergistic effects of a cell-penetrating Peptide and a chemical drug to alter cell permeability.
Cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) are short, often hydrophilic peptides that can deliver many kinds of molecules into cells and that are likely to serve as a useful tool of future biotherapeutics. However, CPPs application is limited because of insufficient transduction efficiency and unpredictable cellular localization. Here, we investigated the enhancement of 1,2-benzisothiazolin-3-one (BIT) on the uptake of a synthetic fluorescent TAT and a TAT-conjugated green fluorescent protein (GFP) or pro-apoptotic peptide KLA and evaluated its toxicity in various cell lines. Our results showed that BIT pretreatment can enhance the penetration efficiency of TAT and its fusion peptide. In addition, the fluorescence of the peptide conjugate at effective doses was well-distributed in the intracellular of different cell lines without membrane perforation or detectable cytotoxicity. The internalization of the peptides was serum-dependent and temperature-independent. These findings imply that BIT may serve as a newly found delivery enhancer that is suitable for improving the penetration of CPPs.